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Dear [First Name] 
 

Our technicians have created and uploaded your optimized meta tags!  
 

Meta tags contain additional information about your web page, which is not visually displayed on the website, 
but it is used by the search engine spiders to more accurately list your site in the search engine results.  
 
We have optimized your title, description and keyword tags on the following pages to ensure your code is error 
free and ready for higher search engine rankings! 
  

Optimized Meta Tags  

 
 

www.example-url.com 

Title Meta Tag 
Search Engine Marketing Experts offering Free and Paid Search Engine 
Submission, Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Pay-Per-Click (PPC) and 
Website Marketing services – <your company> 

Keywords Meta Tag 

search engine marketing, search engine submission, seo, <your company>, 
PPC marketing, pay-per-click, internet marketing, website marketing, 
guaranteed website traffic, search engine traffic, website traffic, search engine 
optimization, seo company, Google marketing, Yahoo! marketing, google 
submission, yahoo submission, msn submission,  

Description Meta Tag 

Drive more customers to your website with <your company>’ search engine 
marketing services. Increase your site's search engine exposure with <your 
company>’ range of free and paid Search Engine Marketing Submission, 
Optimization and Pay-per-Click services. 

Image Alt Tags 
Image 1- alt= keyword 1 
Image 2- alt= keyword 2 
So on…… 

 

www.example-url2.com 

Title Meta Tag 
Search Engine Submission Services & Website Paid Inclusion Programs - 
<your company> 

Keywords Meta Tag 

<your company>.com, <your company>, overture site match, overture, 
whatuseek, exactseek, search engine submission, search engine submission 
service, search engine site submission, search engine submission company, 
web site search engine submission, web site search engine submission, 
search engine submission, search engine submission service, engine site 
submission, search engine marketing, paid inclusion, overture site match 

Description Meta Tag 
The <your company> submission services are the easiest way to submit your 
site to the many popular search engines. 

 
 
Next Steps: Now that we've optimized your important meta tags, we will begin optimizing your websites 
content and building relevant backlinks to your site. You will receive a separate service report when these 
services have been completed 

http://www.example.com/


 


